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Staff & Student Engagement Strategy 

UAL held its first Climate Emergency Assembly at Central Saint Martins on 31 October 2019 

which was attended by staff and students from the College and across UAL.  We heard from 

specialists as well as concerned staff and students on the urgency of addressing the climate and 

ecological crisis we face as individuals, as a community and as a higher education institution.  

The objective of the assembly was to increase awareness and share knowledge in order to 

generate viable proposals that would lead the College and University to adopt more steps in 

tackling these urgent issues. 

UAL’s Sustainability team works closely and collaboratively with teams across the University, 

including dedicated staff resource in the central communications team to ensure there are 

regular, meaningful engagement opportunities for staff and students, which connects our people 

with mission of sustainable living and teaching.  

The University’s Staff & Student Engagement strategy compliments the work of the Climate & 

Environment Action Group (C&EAG) and behavioural change programmes that promote positive 

interventions by individuals. The C&EAG have drawn up a Climate Action Plan which outlines 

its three commitments, and these are the areas through which UAL will engage with students 

and staff. These three areas are: 

 We will change the way we teach and do research. We will teach students to develop 

sustainable practices and business models, and we will conceive and conduct research 

that contributes to climate justice. 

 

 We will change how we work with others. We will engage with people, cultures, and 

creative practices from around the world – sharing our creative insights with wider society, 

and collaborating with global climate justice movements to bring about change. 

 

 We will change the way we operate. We will reach net-zero by 2040, setting carbon 

budgets, reducing emissions, and cutting waste. We cannot influence others unless we 

first change ourselves. 

As one of the world’s biggest creative institutions, UAL can, and must, play its part in achieving 

climate justice. Doing so demands institutional change at every level. We must bring our creative 

insights to bear to create a better future.  

More details of the Climate Action Plan are available online. 

The C&EAG meets quarterly to aid progression and review implementation of the Climate Action 

Plan. It also considers progress against the Carbon Management Plan and the People & Planet 

Green League and UAL’s three Environmental Management Systems.  

 

https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/climate-action-plan
https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/climate-action-plan
https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/climate-action-plan
https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/climate-action-plan
https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/sustainability/sustainability-documentation
https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/sustainability/sustainability-documentation
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Student, Student Union & Staff representation 

At UAL we’re clear that staff and students shouldn’t only be engaged in and aware of 

sustainability initiatives at UAL, they should actively play a key role in oversight and deciding the 

strategic direction of sustainability at the university. 

The main vehicle for this engagement is through the work of the Climate Emergency Network – 

open to all staff and students and Trade Union representatives (e.g. from NATFHE, UCU, GMB, 

UNISON). Using our leadership in human-centred research, teaching and knowledge exchange 

to influence the creation of a sustainable future for everyone, we encourage members to design 

carbon reduction actions and ways to implement sustainability.  We also have student 

involvement and oversight on the following key decision making bodies: 

 C&EAG (terms of reference and minutes of a recent are included in this document) 

 Cost of Study Steering Group (Cost of Study Steering Group terms of reference and 

minutes) 

 Pro Vice-Chancellor Termly Meeting (at all colleges) 

 Estates Termly Meeting 

 Sports, Societies and Wellbeing Advisory Group Meeting 

 Health and Wellbeing Strategy Meeting 

 Freshers’ Fair Planning Meeting 

 Big Welcome Planning Group 

 Estates Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion working group 

 Induction to our Halls of Residences 

 

Trades Union Representation  

Trades Union (e.g. NATFHE, UCU, GMB, UNISON) participation in university sustainability 

strategy offers a mechanism for both Trades Union input for sustainability issues and decision-

making and the platform for further sustainability achievements. Recognised Trades Union 

representatives make up within the active membership of committees to which the sustainability 

strategy and carbon management plan and other relevant sustainable development decisions 

are reported. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/sustainability/climate-emergency
https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/sustainability/sustainability-documentation
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Engagement Objectives 

Objective 1: Inform 

To use the communications framework of the University to inform our staff of sustainability 

progress, challenges and initiatives across the estate, in a timely manner. 

Objective 2: Engage & Inspire 

Activities and communications will be engaging and encourage staff and students to get 

involved. 

Objective 3: Increase involvement 

All activity will be centred around driving involvement in our Climate Emergency Network. 

Activities and communications will endeavour, where possible, to forward the aims of the 

C&EAG and other sustainability initiatives across the university. 

 

Baseline performance 

Baseline 1 

Performance on ‘The Big Survey’ 2017. In criteria related to UAL being socially responsible 

and environmentally responsible we scored 66% positive and 55% positive respectively.  

 

Baseline 2 

In 2017 there were 27 events held across 6 colleges.  
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Targets 

Target 1 (Responsibility of the C&EAG) 

In 2021/22 the university committed to developing ISO 14001 aspects specifically for student 

and staff awareness of climate and social justice. The ISO 14001 system for Learning, 

Teaching and Research is audited every year. The ambition is to increase engagement above 

2017 data. 

Target 2 (Responsibility of the C&EAG) 

In 2021/22 the University held events that drew attention to national campaigns such as 

COP26 and Earth Day. There will be a minimum of 30 events in 2022/23. 

 

Reporting Progress 

The baselines and targets are set so that progress is measurable. It is reported to the C&EAG 

who report directly to the Executive Board annually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The C&EAG has been established as an action group which reports directly into University 

Executive Board (UEB), via the Chair (Jeremy Till) and co-Chair (Dilys Williams). It is the focal 

point for sustainable academic strategy and delivery, sustainable business operations, carbon 

reduction and community building using the influence of art and design as they relate to the 

climate emergency. The C&EAG monitors performance and impact of the Climate Action Plan 

and subsequently this Engagement Strategy which supports the Action Plan.  

Executive Board

Climate & Environment Action 
Group

progress of the Engagement 
Strategy is reported to EB 

annually

https://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/climate-action-plan
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Communications & Engagement Plan 21/22 & 22/23 

Planned activity & 

communications 

Which objective does this satisfy. Responsibility and Budget Timings 

Climate Emergency Objective 3 

The climate emergency is one of the most 

urgent problems facing society and the 

planet. UAL aims to use our leadership in 

human-centred research, teaching and 

knowledge exchange to influence the 

creation of a sustainable future for 

everyone. 

Working Group 3 (budget £15k) See Appendix C for events 

September 19: Climate 

emergency statement made in 

Sept ‘19. 

Throughout 2019: Climate 

assemblies held throughout the 

year at all Colleges. 

September 20: Climate 

Emergency Network host ‘10 

Years, 5 Days, 1 Planet’ - a series 

of online events and discussions 

on the climate emergency. 

May 21: Recruitment of Climate 
Advocates 
November 21: Carnival of 

Crisis: Mobilising Creative Action 

in the Age of Emergency 

April 22: Climate Emergency 
Network presents Earth Day: 
Appetite for Justice 

Ongoing (Monthly): Climate 

Emergency Network newsletter. 
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To recruit Climate Advocates at 

every college – with the aim to 

recruit one advocate for each 

programme. 

Climate Advocates have a multi-

faceted role in terms of climate 

action. They support the 

Programme Director and Course 

Teams by providing a student 

perspective during reapprovals 

and in reviewing course 

handbooks, unit handbooks and 

project briefs to ensure that 

social and environmental 

sustainability are at the heart of 

everything we do. 

They will raise awareness of the 

Climate Emergency among their 

peers, work in partnership with 

academic staff to effect change 

and collaborate with the 

Changemakers to link climate 

action with the work of anti-

racism. 

 

Objective 2, Objective 3 

The introduction of Climate Advocates is 

part of a comprehensive LCC action plan 

to deliver on the commitment of the UAL 

Climate Emergency Declaration 

(September 2019) 'to put decarbonisation 

at the heart of our academic offer' and 

'make sustainability a required part of the 

student learning experience'.  

The action plan includes a curriculum 

review supported by staff development 

sessions, carbon literacy training and the 

development of a set of shared online 

resources. 

 

 

Working Group 1 (budget 70k) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To recruit through the Climate 

Emergency Meetings and the 

Climate & Environment Action 

Group – these meet quarterly.  

COP27 Objective 1, Objective 2, Objective 3 Working Group 3 (budget £15k) Nov 22 
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From walks, talks and 

symposiums to exhibitions, 

the Climate Emergency Network 

will host a series of activities and 

events to run parallel to the 

COP27 Climate Summit.  

 

We will come together as a community in 

a spirit of unity and solidarity, in the name 

of climate justice. The events will reflect 

a culture of student action and innovation at 

UAL. 

Carbon Literacy Training Objective 1, Objective 3 

UAL will continue to make sustainability a 

required part of the student learning 

experience, through the continued 

introduction of relevant learning outcomes 

across courses. This commitment was 

accompanied by the roll-out of a carbon 

literacy training programme for all 

academic and technical staff. Roll out 

second phase of mandatory certified 

Carbon Literacy Training due Jul-23. 

Working Group 1 (budget £70k) Ongoing – training has been 

released and is continued to be 

promoted. Second phase due Jul-

23. 

 

 

Learning, Teaching and 

Research EMS (Expansion of 

ISO14001) 

Objective 1, Objective 3 

UAL has placed all academic operations 

on a sustainable basis through a 

significant expansion of our Environmental 

Management System (ISO14001). This is 

a first for UK Art & Design institutions and 

makes UAL one of a handful of global 

universities with a comprehensive 

measure of sustainability across all its 

operations including learning, teaching 

Working Group 1 and 2 (budget 

£70k and £50k) 

On-going, externally audited 

every June 
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and research. UAL will continue to meet 

the certification and be audited externally 

every year. 

 

Climate Emergency Network 

calendar 

Objective 1, Objective 2 

To inform and empower our students to 

engage with sustainability all throughout 

the year. 

Working Group 3 (budget £15k) On-going, events are held 

throughout the year 

 

Sustainability annual review Objective 1 

To provide an update of the progress of 

sustainability at UAL, giving staff and 

students an opportunity to celebrate 

success. 

C&EAG (budget £95k) Feb ‘23 

Meat consumption reduction by 

20%. 

‘Veganuary’ promotion 

Objective 2 

To reduce meat consumption across the 

estate by 20%.  

Catering On-going, each January 

Earth Day – each year provide a 

multitude of event across the 

university such as competitions, 

film, fundraising, performances, 

vegan food, workshops and 

talks.  

Waste & Energy use awareness 

via Carbon Dashboard 

Objective 3 

To provide opportunities for staff and 

students to engage with sustainability and 

to create awareness.  

Working Group 3 (budget £15k) See Appendix C for events at the 

2022 Earth Day 

Every year on April 22nd 
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(engagement stalls to run across 

colleges and halls of residence) 

ISO50001 (energy 

management) 

 

Objective 1, Objective 3 

Ensuring energy management at the 

university adheres to the international 

standard for best practice and reducing 

scope 1 & 2 emissions 

Working Group 2 (budget £50k) External audits every March 

Site audits every month 

Internal audits every 3 months 

ISO14001 (Central Services) Objective 1, Objective 3 

Provide framework to protect the 

environment and respond to changing 

environmental conditions in balance with 

Socio-economic needs 

Working Group 2 (budget 50k) External audits every March 

Site audits every month 

Internal audits every 3 months 

Green League  Objective 1, Objective 3 

To demonstrate the university’s 

commitment to sustainability with the 

ambition to be recognised with a First 

Class award every year. 

Working Group 1, 2, 3 and 4 

(budget £70k, £15k, £50k, £10k) 

Nov ‘22 

Sustainable construction Objective 1 

Design brief for sustainability and to 

reduce scope 3 emissions. 

Working Group 2 (budget £50k) On-going, applied to each project 

 

Transport environment impact 

survey 

Objective 1 

In 13/14 the carbon baseline for transport 

emissions was 4,346 tonnes. Our target is 

to reduce carbon emissions by 54% and 

in 20/21 carbon emissions were 603 

Working Group 2 (budget £50k) On-going, reviewed and progress 

reported each year 
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tonnes (this is particularly low due to the 

Covid-19 pandemic causing building 

closure). 

Climate Emergency newsletter 

and social media 

Objective 1, Objective 2, Objective 3 

Connect with the Network by signing up to 

the mailing list and socials. The 

newsletter, Instagram and Twitter highlight 

climate and ecology-driven student, staff 

and alumni projects, events and actions, 

as well as resources, news and 

opportunities. 

Working Group 3 (budget £15k) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing, engagement throughout 

the year 

Cycle to work scheme & 

promotion of sustainable travel. 

We ran a similar campaign in 

2018 which you can read about 

here. 

Objective 3 

To encourage staff to take advantage of 

the cycle to work scheme and to refresh 

students of sustainable travel options to 

their colleges 

Working Group 2 (budget £50k) Cycle to work scheme to be 

advertised June/July 

Cycle to work\school day to be 

run in summer term. 

 

https://www.ualcarbondashboard.com/post/cycle-to-work-day
https://www.ualcarbondashboard.com/post/cycle-to-work-day
https://www.ualcarbondashboard.com/post/cycle-to-work-day
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Appendix A – Climate & Environment Action Group Terms of Reference  
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Appendix B – Climate & Environment Action Group, Agenda from recent meeting 
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Appendix C – Co-Designing a Climate Justice Movement 
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